
Senior gameplay animator - Rainbow Six
Siege
Saguenay - Full-time - 743999980112861
Apply Now:
https://jobs.smartrecruiters.com/Ubisoft2/743999980112861-senior-gameplay-animator-rainbow-six-
siege?oga=true

As a 3D Animator at Ubisoft Saguenay, you will be responsible to create fluid and harmonious
animation for games that allow players to fully immerse themselves in a perfectly coherent and
convincing world.

Rainbow Six Siege is a constantly evolving game as a service, a competitive, esports-oriented 5v5
PVP shooter. Over the last 6 years, we have continuously added new content while simultaneously
enhancing our technical and data foundations.

Whether you are animating a hero, a crowd, or an object, you need to think about the intent of the
movement and the subject's behavior. You are concerned about defining how a tiny piece fits in the
whole game. Your efforts take on their full meaning when you take a step back, look at the final
product and see months of work on mechanics and decision-making merge into a work of art that
brings to life a beautiful new world.

You understand that teamwork is essential to get to this point. As an individual, you see in every
movement a hidden story; you tend to deconstruct and rebuild the world around you. As a teammate,
you are pride of your attention to detail, your organizational and communication skills, as well as
your ability to adapt to change. You collaborate with artists, designers, programmers, leads and
other animators, with different opinions, ideas, and constraints, but who all share the common goal
of representing an authentic universe that stands out from a unique flavor.

What you'll do

To synchronise the engine and the build to ensure that you work with the last code and latest
animations;
To check in with the team lead and the team;
To do prototyping, key framing or animations blocking; to work on animation from zero or
from mo-cap;
To test your animations many times et to validate your conceptions;
To resolve animation problems;
To refine your animations;
To maintain and to increase your knowledge in your domain by reading the latest
documentations.

What you bring to the team
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Degree in 3D animation for video games or equivalent;
7 years or more of experience in video game animation, or equivalent;
Communication skills with every profession and to support and to increase your team skills in
visuals;
Experience with animation software like Motion Builder, 3ds Max or Maya;
You like to go further but you understand the requirements of cohesive teamwork.

Charles-Antoine and Yael, our talent acquisition specialists, will analyze your application. Please
send us a portfolio of your best work (you can attach images or provide us with a password link) as
well as your CV highlighting your education, experience and skills.

Please note that our positions are hybrid, but if you reside outside Quebec or Canada, relocation
will be necessary. If you require a work permit, your eligibility will depend on your education and
relevant work experience, as required by the government.

We look forward to reading your application ! �


